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«The economics of the covid-19 pandemic: Old wisdom and new insights»

As for many other disciplines the covid-19 pandemic challenged academic and applied economists. Unlike other adverse economic shocks in the last decades, including the financial crisis, the pandemic negatively affected individuals, firms and governments along many dimensions at the same time: apart from direct health costs (that impacted the economy via labour relations), firms faced serious supply issues, individuals refrained from consuming either voluntarily or because they were constrained by measures, and governments faced unprecedented compensation demands.

Interactions between health and economic measures as well as behavioural responses of economic agents in view of the pandemic are inherently complex. Nonetheless, economics offers useful insights for the fight against the pandemic, such as on the importance of setting incentives right and dealing with externalities (testing, vaccinations, financial support for firms). Moreover, empirical evidence collected in the first 18 months of the pandemic offers additional information which can be useful for public policy measures in the months to come. These include the importance of voluntary adjustments of individual behaviour, the ability of firms to adapt to a new environment, and the importance of well-tailored government compensation for individuals and firms.

Join the lecture on Thursday, 30 September 2021 at 4:00 pm online on zoom!

Join the lecture on zoom:
https://unibe-ch.zoom.us/j/61417592771?pwd=YkZ4d1JVMzJNYVp3dnJWbkIOaSszZz09

(Meeting ID: 614 1759 2771, Passcode: 586491)